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Murach's Java Servlets and JSP, 2nd EditionMike Murach & Associates, 2008

	Ever since the late 1990s when Java servlets and JavaServer Pages (JSPs) came into widespread use, web site developers have been switching from CGI scripting languages to servlets and JSPs. As a result, there has been tremendous growth in the use of servlets and JSPs. Today, there's little doubt that scrvlet and JSP technology is here to...
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Inside Dreamweaver MXNew Riders Publishing, 2002
Whether you are new to Dreamweaver or a seasoned professional,  Inside Dreamweaver MX will help you use the new  and powerful Dreamweaver MX to its fullest extent. Not just another rehash of  the documentation, this completely revised and comprehensive book broadens your  understanding through...
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Dreamweaver MX 2004 Savvy(tm)Sybex, 2004
Savvy - n. Practical know-how.
    Dreamweaver MX 2004 Savvy is an incredibly in-depth and thorough guide to Macromedia's powerful web publishing software. This book includes detailed coverage of everything from migrating sites over from other applications to using Cascading Style Sheets to working with the...
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Web Development with JavaServer PagesManning Publications, 2001
Finally, you can harness the full power of Java within your web pages to create dynamic content. Unlike ASP or CGI scripts, JavaServer Pages (JSP) gives you full access to all the Java APIs. You get true platform-independence, the advantages of object-oriented design, and clean separation of the look of a web page from its underlying business...
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Java Web Services Architecture (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
Written by industry thought leaders, Java Web Services Architecture is a no-nonsense guide to web services technologies including SOAP, WSDL, UDDI and the JAX APIs. This book is the trusted advisor to systems architects and provides an unbiased look at many of the practical considerations for implementing web services including authorization,...
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Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition: Platform and Component SpecificationsPearson Education, 2000
The Java 2(TM) Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE) defines a  new standard in enterprise solutions through a simplified, component-based  development model. By extending the "write-once, run-anywhere(TM)" benefits of  the Java programming language to enterprise servers, J2EE adds the scalability,  robustness, and...
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Mac OS X for Java GeeksO'Reilly, 2003
Mac OS X for Java Geeks delivers a complete and detailed look at the Mac OS X platform, geared specifically at Java developers. Programmers using the 10.2 (Jaguar) release of Mac OS X, and the new JDK 1.4, have unprecedented new functionality available to them. Whether you are a Java newbie, working your way through...
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Ajax For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Create Web applications that act like desktop ones
Brush up on JavaScript,® use free Ajax frameworks, and make your sites rock     

What if shoppers at your online store could fill their carts without waiting for multiple page refreshes? What if searches produced instant results on the same page?  With this book you won't have to...
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Pro JSP 2, Fourth Edition (Expert's Voice in Java)Apress, 2005
Welcome to the fourth edition of Professional JSP, designed to help new and experienced
Java developers alike discover the power (and even the joy) of creating Java-based server-side
solutions for the Web by using JavaServer Pages, or JSP for short. If you’ve programmed with
JSP before, you’ll find that the new features...
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JSTL: JSP Standard Tag Library Kick StartSams Publishing, 2002
The JSP Standard Tag Library is a collection of commonly used functions and tools invaluable to JSP developers to avoid re-creating the same functions on site after site.  Sun has indicated that JSP development should be based around using tag libraries going forward, and will relase JSP STL, as their official library.  This book starts with an...
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Core Servlets and JavaServer Pages (JSP)Prentice Hall, 2000
Servlets and JavaServer Pages dramatically simplify the creation of dynamic Web pages and Web-enabled applications. With Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE), these tools have come of age, earning the support of an unprecedented range of Web and application servers on every major operating system. This book is a comprehensive guide for every...
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Tomcat: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2007
It takes a book as versatile as its subject to cover Apache Tomcat, the popular open source Servlet and JSP container and high performance web server. Tomcat: The Definitive Guide is a valuable reference for administrators and webmasters, a useful guide for programmers who want to use Tomcat as their web application server during...
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